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When discussing the Northern Ireland conflict the popular debate has often raged between those who claim there is too much reference to history and those who say there is not enough! Within both positions there is recognition that history  is often acquired in the streets and, as such, is highly selective, partisan, reproductive and mutually exclusive to each cultural tradition. The warring factions may be labelled in religious terms but the senses of national identity fostered in such circumstances are crucial. Traditionally, the fundamental split is a  British / Irish one but the issue is more complex and dynamic than that. On the Loyalist side, faced with the perceived indifference of successive British governments to their plight,  propagandists have used selective history  to appeal to the various shades of ‘Ulsterness’ that make up the Protestant psyche [McAuley, 1994]. On the  nationalist side writing rarely takes account of the impact seventy years of life in the northern state has had on modifying the Catholic sense of ‘Irishness’ [O’Connor, 1993]. Supporters of history in schools argue that it can help young people, often the ‘prisoners of history’  [ Magee, 1970], break free by challenging the myths, half-truths, and cultural certainties which underpin the prejudice and mistrust firing sectarian tension. Any history curriculum seeking legitimacy  could not be seen to favour one perspective but should seek to challenge and clarify positions brought to the classroom. This paper sets out to trace the evolution of the Northern Ireland History Curriculum and examine its implications for the concept of national identity.
Education has been seen by many as a vehicle to help find a solution to Northern Ireland’s divisions. Initially cross-community contact schemes tended to dominate but Initiatives within the formal curriculum tended to focus around the application of subject methodologies to foster critical thinking, for example using  the social sciences [Robinson, 1981], or through religious education [Greer and McElhinney, 1985]. In the case of history it involved the adoption of the English based Schools Council History project (SCHP). [Gallagher and McCully, 1996b]. 
Despite the essentially conservative nature of Northern Ireland schooling [Skilbeck, 1973] Schools Council History took root and, arguably, has been the dominant influence on Northern Ireland history teaching since.  As in England, teachers were concerned by the dreariness of the information based approach and sought alternative methodologies, but many also felt strongly that history should address directly the problems of the society in which it was being taught. Although taken up by a minority of schools SCHP attracted committed and talented teachers. Carmel Gallagher [1996b], then teaching on the Falls Road in Belfast, illustrates its impact,
it gave teachers like myself a renewed belief in the value of history  not only as a school   subject but as an agent for creating mutual understanding.’

This remark is significant because several project teachers, including Carmel (now
NICCEA Officer for history and the Cross Curricular themes of Education for Mutual Understanding/Cultural Heritage) have progressed to influential positions, enabling them to help shape, first, the G.C.S.E. syllabus and then the Northern Ireland Curriculum (NIC). Their influence was in accord with increasing pressure from activists to have work in the cross-community and conflict areas recognised by official educational policy (Richardson, 1992). In the Eighties British Government  policies too, were more overtly promoting ‘parity of esteem’ and the recognition of the legitimate aspirations of both cultural groups in Northern Ireland. When the NIC emerged it included Education for Mutual Understanding (EMU) and Cultural Heritage as two of its cross-curricular themes. 
The realities of Direct Rule and a common examination structure meant that the curriculum adopted the structure and jargon of the English model. Many of the Province’s programmes of study closely resemble their English counterparts. However, the cross curricular themes of EMU and Cultural Heritage, have a specifically Northern Irish context; to foster self respect, and respect for others, and to improve relationships by understanding and evaluating pupils’ common heritage, as well as respecting those aspects of culture which are distinct and diverse [ DENI, 1991]. Unlike England, the cross curricular working groups met before the subject working groups. Their presence, combined with the influential SCHP philosophy, ensured that history was viewed as a subject capable of contributing to the formation of  more reasoned and open attitudes. 
The EMU and Cultural Heritage reports provided pointers for  the history working group. Pupils were expected to ‘observe, investigate and record shared, diverse, and distinctive aspects of life, past and present’. They were to gain understanding of the nature of conflict in general, and of the Northern Ireland situation in particular, and to make comparisons with conflicts elsewhere.  Interrelationships were to be explored between ‘Northern Ireland, the rest of Ireland, and the rest of the United Kingdom’ including treatment of the origins of the people who live in Ireland [DENI, 1989]. The emphasis was placed on recognising complexity in cultural and political origins and in developing ‘multiperspectivity’ [ Council of Europe, 1995] through placing Ireland in its wider British, European and World contexts. Implicit was the suggestion that fostering a wider European identity is one way of establishing common ground in Ireland.
The history working group [DENI, 1990] took its ‘major responsibility’ to the cross curricular themes seriously, both with regard to methodology and to the selection of content. It indicated that history had a role to play in the field of values education and that ‘the form of history, as advocated in this report, ... supports the values of democratic societies’.
By promoting discussion and according respect to the views and opinions of the individual pupil, the history teacher can promote a sense of self-confidence and self-esteem. By reflecting on and evaluating evidence from the past and, in particular, evidence which addresses differing viewpoints, pupils can learn to form conclusions in a reasoned manner. By exploring controversial issues within their own classroom, by exchanging ideas and opinions with pupils in other schools or through joint work on an historical issue, pupils can become sensitive to the views of others.

The importance of understanding points of view was emphasised in its original Attainment Target 2. Unlike AT2  in England the N.I. version included two rather than one strand; ‘perspectives in the past’ as well as ‘interpretations of the past’. Whereas, the contentious skill of ‘empathetic understanding’ was omitted from the English curriculum it was deemed crucial to the successful fostering of an EMU/Cultural Heritage dimension in Northern Ireland. As will be seen, this is one of several issues which caused considerable debate in England, sometimes involving political interference, but raised little controversy in N.I. 
When selecting content the working party attempted to apply the same concepts of  ‘breadth, balance and coherence’ to aspects like period and geographical location as in England but the influence of the cross-curricular themes is again clear in the core units [DENI, 1991]. 

Key Stage One: 	An Introduction to History
			Life in the Recent Past
Key Stage Two: 	Life in Early Times
			The Vikings	
			Life in Victorian Times
Key Stage Three: 	The Norman Impact on the Mediaeval World
			Britain, Ireland and Europe from the late 16th to the  early 18th 					Centuries
			 Ireland and British Politics in the late19th and early 20th Centuries
			    
Key Stage Four: 	Northern Ireland and its Neighbours since 1920
			Conflict and Co-operation in Europe since 1919

	There are overlaps with the English curriculum especially at key stages one to three, but the Irish context dominates. Successive waves of migratory groups to Ireland (mesolithic settlers, early Celts, Vikings, Normans and English and Scots Planters) feature strongly and the guiding structure is one which ‘looks out from Ireland to Britain, Europe, and the wider world, or if more appropriate the reverse.’  [NICC, 1990] The emphasis is on the legacy each invader left to the Irish landscape and culture, thus challenging any notions of primacy or purity. Some core units were criticised for lacking coherence theme probably because broad boundaries were set to enable pupils to explore crucial, and contested events in Irish history. Through the core units at key stages 2 and 3 children should cover the arrival of English influence in Ireland, the Ulster Plantation and the Williamite Wars, the evolution of Unionism and Nationalism and the events which led to partition.  
The key stage four programme, Northern Ireland and its Neighbours since 1920, though not implemented as originally intended, provides another nice contrast with the English situation. At the time when Kenneth Clark was declaring that that any topic after 1960 constituted current affairs rather than history, his Government colleague in Northern Ireland, Lord Belstead [Belstead, 1991] was writing to the N.I. Curriculum Council,
I  note that the programme of study for key stage 4 includes recent history of the province and while it can be argued that difficulty can arise in treating such matter with an historical perspective, I am satisfied that its inclusion is essential. This programme of study has an important part to play in ensuring that the objectives of the educational theme of Education for Mutual Understanding are met......

Is this the difference between a political agenda which seeks to keep left wing influences in their place, and one which actively encourages the improvement of community relations through schooling?
Government policy supported a pro-active role in Education for Mutual Understanding but  this was not railroaded through regardless of history teacher opinion. In Northern Ireland there was a genuine consultation process.  Reaction was surprisingly positive given the prescriptive basis of the proposals, and the changes required to bring many schools into line. Responses focused more on logistical and structural matters than suspicions of partisanship, and the N.I. Curriculum Council [1991] concluded that ‘the majority of respondents very much approved of the implicit nature of the treatment of the cross-curricular themes within the programmes of study for history’. Some reservations were expressed. A widespread view prevailed that the themes must not be allowed to distort the historical process and ‘quite a few respondents’ voiced concern that history teachers were being ‘unfairly burdened’ by too much responsibility for the delivery of EMU and Cultural Heritage. 
There was also some criticism of content. The underlying philosophy of placing N.I. society in the wider context of local, national, and international history was widely supported although some felt that the core units, as designed, did not always achieve this. Tentatively, Brian Mawhinney [DENI, 1990], then minister for education in the Province, echoed the English debate when he suggested that  ‘important aspects of of British history such as the growth of industrial power and Empire’ were important omissions. Significantly, some teachers, presumably from the Protestant tradition, reacted sympathetically that,
there was perhaps an overemphasis on Irish history and too little emphasis on British history and that the proposals were in danger of fostering a narrow and parochial approach to history [NICC, 1991]. 

Conversely, some primary teachers, presumably from the Catholic tradition, suggested the need to include more Irish history at key stage 2, particularly the later Celtic and Early Christian period. Few concessions were made to these points and Mawhinney’s other respectful attempts to raise some of the contentious issues of the English debate such as the balance of knowledge to skills, and the inclusion of a compulsory biography of a significant historical figure, were conclusively rejected. 
The  history curriculum has now been  operating for five years and a major review has just been completed.  As in England content has been significantly reduced  and the three attainment targets embraced in one set of descriptors. Two concerns, particular to N.I., have also been  addressed. First, evidence collected by HMIs and area advisors suggests that there has been a tendency to bypass the spirit of placing Ireland in its wider context  by concentrating on favoured aspects of either Irish or British history. The revised core units have a tighter focus to prevent this. Second, there are indications that many history teachers have felt overburdened by the EMU dimension and have retreated to the safer confines of applying subject methodology to past events rather than exploring their contemporary significance. Undeterred, the revised document for history  (NICCEA, 1996; Gallagher,1996a) emphasises the obligations teachers are under by including sections before each key stage which provide ‘sharper interpretations’ of EMU / Cultural Heritage and point out to teachers how they can highlight them in their teaching. For example, at key stage 3 pupils should be encouraged to,
question and challenge prejudice and stereotypes, in particular neighbourhood graffiti and wall murals, and one-sided interpretations of significant historical events. 

Despite the inadequacies of the cross-curricular model policy makers are not prepared to let the themes die a death as seems to have happened in England.
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